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A very accurateab initio quartic force field for CH4 and its isotopomers is presented. The quartic
force field was determined with the singles and doubles coupled-cluster procedure that includes a
quasiperturbative estimate of the effects of connected triple excitations, CCSD~T!, using the
correlation consistent polarized valence triple zeta, cc-pVTZ, basis set. Improved quadratic force
constants were evaluated with the correlation consistent polarized valence quadruple zeta, cc-pVQZ,
basis set. Fundamental vibrational frequencies are determined using second-order perturbation
theory anharmonic analyses. All fundamentals of CH4 and isotopomers for which accurate
experimental values exist and for which there is not a large Fermi resonance, are predicted to within
66 cm21. It is thus concluded that our predictions for the harmonic frequencies and the anharmonic
constants are the most accurate estimates available. It is also shown that using cubic and quartic
force constants determined with the correlation consistent polarized double zeta, cc-pVDZ, basis set
in conjunction with the cc-pVQZ quadratic force constants and equilibrium geometry leads to
accurate predictions for the fundamental vibrational frequencies of methane, suggesting that this
approach may be a viable alternative for larger molecules. Using CCSD~T!, core correlation is found
to reduce the CH4 r e by 0.0015 Å. Our best estimate forr e is 1.086260.0005 Å. © 1995 American
Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, we have been involved in det
mining very accurateab initio quartic potential energy sur-
faces for use in evaluating low-lying vibrational energy le
els ~i.e., 10 000 cm21 and below!, and also for use in
evaluating accurate thermodynamic data. Some of the m
ecules that have been studied, for example, include NH3,

1

H2CO,
2 and NNO and CO2.

3 None of the molecules studied
thus far contain more than four atoms, which to some ext
is due to the much larger number ofab initio calculations
that must be performed in order to describe fully the quar
force field. It should also be noted, however, that there
many fewer ‘‘large’’ molecules~i.e., five atoms and larger, in
this case! for which detailed experimental rovibrational spe
troscopic analyses have been performed, and this is relate
the size of the molecule since the number of lines in a hig
resolution rovibrational spectrum increases rapidly with r
spect to the number of vibrations. Hence most larger m
ecules for which detailed experiments have been perform
possess a high degree of symmetry which serves to red
the complexity of the rovibrational spectrum. Methane a
its isotopomers provide a good example where many ro
brational spectra have been recorded and analyzed, and
perimental anharmonic constants have even been deduc4

The primary purpose of the present investigation is to de
mine an accurate quartic force field for CH4 in order to es-
tablish the reliability of the experimental anharmonic co
254 J. Chem. Phys. 102 (1), 1 January 1995 0021-9606
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stants. It is shown that some of the experimentally derive
constants are significantly in error, which is mainly due t
the effects of Fermi resonances. This is established by de
onstrating that the experimentally observed vibrational fre
quencies are reproduced very well using theab initio quartic
force field. The vibrational analysis is based on second-ord
perturbation theory, and Fermi resonances have been tak
into account by removing the near-singular terms from th
second-order perturbation theory formula and subsequen
diagonalizing the appropriate energy matrix.

Another purpose of the present study is to determine th
reliability of a quartic force field determined with Dunning’s5

cc-pVDZ ~correlation consistent, polarized valence doubl
zeta! basis set. As in our previous studies,1–3 the singles and
doubles coupled-cluster method with a perturbational es
mate of the effects of connected triple excitations6

@CCSD~T!# has been used in conjunction with Dunning’s5

cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ basis sets, since it is well establishe
that accurate harmonic frequencies require the use of ve
large one-particle basis sets. Determining the cubic and qu
tic force fields with the cc-pVTZ basis set has proved ver
reliable, but even this basis set is reasonably large, and the
fore it is of interest to establish the reliability and utility of
determining the cubic and quartic force fields with the
smaller cc-pVDZ basis set. It should be noted that oth
workers7–10have advocated the use of lower levels of theor
for determination of the cubic and quartic force fields to b
/95/102(1)/254/8/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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255Lee, Martin, and Taylor: Force field for CH4
used with harmonic frequencies from higher levels of theo
although their approach differs somewhat from ours in th
they advocated the use of more approximate treatment
the description of electron correlation, whereas we are inv
tigating the use of smaller one-particle basis sets, but w
the same electronic structure method. In the next sect
details of the theoretical approach are given, and the follo
ing section contains our results and discussion. The final s
tion contains conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

As in our previous studies, we have utilized Dunning’5

correlation consistent basis sets in conjunction with t
CCSD~T! level of theory. Equilibrium geometries and ha
monic frequencies have been obtained with the cc-pVD
cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets. We note that three pre
ous studies11–13 have also presented CCSD~T! equilibrium
structures of CH4 using the correlation consistent basis se
although none of these considered the cubic and quartic fo
field and only one12 presented harmonic frequencies. Cub
and quartic force constants have been evaluated using
cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets. In all calculations report
here, the carbon 1s-like molecular orbital has been require
to remain doubly occupied in all configurations~i.e., the fro-
zen core approximation!. Quadratic force constants obtaine
with the cc-pVQZ basis set were obtained via central diffe
ences of energies~centered about the theoretical minimum!,
and the quartic force fields~cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis
sets! were also determined by finite differences center
about the minimum energy structure.

All force constants were determined using symmetry
ternal coordinates. The symmetry internal coordinates
CH4 are those defined by Gray and Robiette,

4 and are repro-
duced below for completeness:

S1~a1!5 1
2~r 11r 21r 31r 4!, ~1!

S2a~e!5
1

A12 ~2a122a132a142a232a2412a34!,

~2!

S2b~e!5 1
2~a132a142a231a24!, ~3!

S3x~ t2!5 1
2~r 12r 21r 32r 4!, ~4!

S3y~ t2!5 1
2~r 12r 22r 31r 4!, ~5!

S3z~ t2!5 1
2~r 11r 22r 32r 4!, ~6!

S4x~ t2!5
1

&
~a242a13!, ~7!

S4y~ t2!5
1

&
~a232a14!, ~8!

S4z~ t2!5
1

&
~a342a12!, ~9!

where, for example,a12 defines the angle betweenr 1 andr 2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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The electronic structure calculations were performed
with the TITAN14 coupled-cluster programs interfaced to the
SEWARD15 integral program and either theSWEDEN16 self-
consistent field and transformation programs or the
MOLCAS217 self-consistent field and transformation programs
The coupled-cluster calculations were performed on the Sa
Diego Supercomputer Center’s Cray C90 or on an IBM RS
6000 365 workstation running at Limburgs Universitair Cen-
trum. Vibrational analyses were performed using a modified
version of theSPECTRO18 program running on the NASA
Ames Central Computing Facility’s Cray C90. Conventions
for the spherical top anharmonic constants were taken from
Hecht,19 and general formulae for these constants are pre
sented by Hodgkinsonet al.20 As with previous anharmonic
analyses of spherical top21 and symmetric top9 species, we
have assured the accuracy of the various spectroscopic co
stants by treating the high symmetry species using the low
symmetry formalisms. This is accomplished by changing
slightly the mass of one or more of the hydrogen atoms
~60.0001 a.m.u. is sufficient!. This is a very useful technique
for checking the correctness of the formulas as well as the
implementation. As described in the Introduction, Fermi
resonances have been treated in the standard fashion~see
Ref. 9 for a more detailed discussion!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Equilibrium geometry and harmonic frequencies

Table I contains the CCSD~T! equilibrium geometry,
harmonic frequencies, and quadratic force constants of CH4
determined with the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis
sets. For comparison, the experimental data4 are also pre-
sented. Comparison of theab initio equilibrium bond dis-
tances shows the usual pattern, that is the bond distance d
creases with improvement of the one-particle basis set. Th
difference between the cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ bond dis-
tances is considerably greater than the cc-pVTZ/cc-pVQZ

TABLE I. Equilibrium bond distance~Å!, rotational constant~cm21!, har-
monic frequencies~cm21!, and quadratic force constants for CH4.

a

cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ Expt.b

rCH 1.1037 1.0890 1.0879 1.085860.001

Be 5.1492 5.2892 5.2999

v1 ~a1! 3040.4 3034.7 3036.2 3025.5
v2 (e) 1550.5 1570.8 1570.4 1582.7
v3 ~t2! 3175.0 3153.9 3157.1 3156.8
v4 ~t2! 1333.8 1344.0 1345.3 1367.4

F11 5.489 24 5.468 65 5.473 84 5.435~8!
F22 0.579 64 0.579 19 0.577 70 0.584~1!
F33 5.434 75 5.366 02 5.376 96 5.378~8!
F43 20.202 17 20.210 36 20.210 57 20.221~3!
F44 0.538 01 0.532 27 0.532 25 0.548~1!

aForce constants~in symmetry coordinates defined in the text! in units of
aJ/Å2, aJ/~Å rad! and aJ/rad2. All theoretical data obtained at the CCSD~T!
level of theory. The total CCSD~T! energies for the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ,
and cc-pVQZ basis sets are240.387 627,240.438 099, and240.450 888
Eh , respectively.
bReference 4.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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256 Lee, Martin, and Taylor: Force field for CH4
difference, indicating that this property is converging rapid
with respect to one-particle basis set improvements. Ba
on a study by Siegbahn22 and two recent studies of core
correlation effects,23,24 most of the remaining error in the
CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ equilibrium structure is probably due t
the neglect of core–valence electron correlation. Compari
to experiment is discussed in more detail below.

Comparison of theab initio harmonic frequencies show
that these converge rapidly with respect to one-particle ba
set improvements as well. In fact, the difference between
cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ harmonic frequencies is practica
negligible, with the largest difference being only 3.2 cm21

~v3!. Considering the change in the equilibrium bond d
tance, the differences between the cc-pVDZ and cc-pV
harmonic frequencies are reasonably small with the larg
difference being only 21.1 cm21 ~again,v3!. As for the equi-
librium structure, the majority of the remaining error in th
CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ harmonic frequencies is most likely du
to the neglect of core–valence correlation.

The equilibrium bond distance in CH4 has been the sub-
ject of numerousab initio investigations~see Refs. 11, 22,
25, 26, and references therein!. Using an externally con-
tracted multireference configuration interaction techniq
~CCI! including the multireference analog of the Davidso
correction, Siegbahn22 found that core–valence correlatio
reducesr e by 0.0026a0 or 0.0014 Å. This value is larger
than found for HF~0.0009 Å! and H2O ~0.0006 Å! by Martin
and Taylor24 using the CCSD~T! method. In order to confirm
this reduction inr e due to core correlation, we have dete
mined the CH4 r e correlating 8 and 10 e

2. The basis set used
is analogous to that used24 for HF and H2O. That is,
Dunning’s5 aug-cc-pVQZ basis set was completely unco
tracted, and the carbon basis was augmented with h
exponent functions: onep, threed, and twof functions. The
exponents of the additional functions were generated as 3na,
wherea is the highest exponent of the relevant angular m
mentum in the original primitive set~the additional expo-
nents were rounded to the nearest integer or half-integ!.
Correlating eight electrons, anr e of 1.0877 Å is obtained
which is in very good agreement with the cc-pVQZ valu
When also correlating the core electrons, anr e of 1.0862 Å
is obtained, showing that core correlation causes a 0.001
reduction inr e . This value is in excellent agreement wit
that determined by Siegbahn, and also with a recent study
Partridge and Bauschlicher27 concerning the various C–H
bond energies in methane. The best estimate for the CH4 r e
obtained in this work is 1.0862 Å: we expect this value to
accurate to60.0005 Å. As for HF and BH,24 correcting the
inadequacies in the CCSD~T! correlation treatment will lead
to a longerr e , although it is expected that this effect will b
smaller than for HF and BH. Correcting basis set inco
pleteness will lead to a shorterr e , so the major remaining
sources of error will cancel to some extent~based on the
relativistic correction in HF,24 relativity is not expected to be
important forr e in CH4!. Thus our best estimate is in goo
agreement with Gray and Robiette’s experimental val
1.085860.0010 Å, although our results suggest that the tr
r e is most likely in the upper range of their uncertaint
There is other evidence to support this assertion: also
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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1979, Hirota28 obtained anr e of 1.087060.0007 Å by ana-
lyzing rovibrational spectra of CH2D2 and checking against
data for CH3D and CD3H. This analysis, however, utilizes
less experimental data than the analysis by Gray and Rob
ette, which is perhaps why the Gray and Robiette value i
usually quoted.

There is generally good agreement between th
CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ and experimental harmonic frequencies,
with the largest difference being 22.1 cm21. This difference
is larger than expected, however, especially for a nonstretch
ing type motion. An extensive comparison of large basis
CCSD~T! and experimental fundamental vibrational
frequencies29 has shown that typically CCSD~T!/spd fg
bending frequencies are within about 6 cm21 of experiment
and even X–H stretching frequencies are within about 8
cm21 of experiment. Indeed, comparison of the CCSD~T!
and experimental fundamental frequencies for CH4 presented
later provides strong evidence to suggest that the CCSD~T!/
cc-pVQZ harmonic frequencies are more accurate than th
experimentally deduced values. This is perhaps not surpris
ing in light of the discussion above concerning the equilib-
rium structure, as the experimental harmonic frequencies a
also obtained from fits to the experimental observations an
are not directly observed themselves.

B. Anharmonic analysis

The unique CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ cubic and quartic force
constants of CH4 are presented in Table II. These are pre-
sented for the symmetry internal coordinates given in Eqs
~1!–~9!, and for the potential expansion as given by

TABLE II. Unique cubic and quartic force constants for CH4.
a

F111 215.171 14 F13x3y4z 0.118 59
F12a2a 20.254 38 F13x4y4z 20.020 93
F13x3x 215.497 72 F14x4y4z 20.165 67
F13x4x 0.065 98 F2a2a2a2a 0.173 08
F14x4x 20.225 56 F2a2a3z3z 20.197 06
F2a2a2a 0.091 16 F2b2b3z3z 20.432 49
F2a3z3z 20.356 05 F2a2a3z4z 20.137 77
F2a3z4z 0.180 04 F2b2b3z4z 20.048 83
F2a4z4z 20.343 30 F2a2a4z4z 0.017 44
F3x3y3z 215.575 46 F2b2b4z4z 0.376 68
F3x3y4z 20.218 11 F2a3x3y4z 0.275 54
F3x4y4z 20.096 16 F2a3z4x4y 20.068 01
F4x4y4z 0.343 91 F3x3x3x3x 41.047 03

F3x3x3y3y 41.140 33
F1111 37.417 10 F3x3x3x4x 0.184 85
F112a2a 20.012 64 F3x3x3y4y 0.326 11
F113x3x 39.805 37 F3x3x4x4x 0.099 40
F113x4x 0.218 86 F3x3y4x4y 20.005 23
F114x4x 0.059 29 F3x3x4y4y 20.244 15
F12a2a2a 20.061 47 F3x4x4x4x 20.395 87
F12a3z3z 0.068 88 F3x4x4y4y 20.148 23
F12a3z4z 20.042 73 F4x4x4x4x 0.498 76
F12a4z4z 0.144 74 F4x4x4y4y 0.709 77
F13x3y3z 40.648 55

aThe theoretical results obtained at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
Symmetry coordinates are defined in the text. Units are consistent with a
aJ energy unit, an Å bond unit and a radian angle unit. Symmetry relation
ships are given in Ref. 4~Table II! for the cubic force constants, and in Ref.
30 ~Table IV! for the quartic force constants~see the text for an error!.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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TABLE III. Vibrationally averaged bond distance, fundamentals, and anharmonic constants for CH4, CD4, and
13CH4.

a

CH4 CD4
13CH4

cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ Expt.b cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ Expt.b cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ Expt.b

r e~CH! 1.0890 1.0879 1.0858 1.0890 1.0879 1.0858 1.0890 1.0879 1.08
r z~CH! 1.1021 1.1010 1.0985 1.0974 1.1021 1.1009
v1 3034.7 3036.2 3025.5 2146.7 2147.7 2140.2 3034.7 3036.2 3025.5
v2 1570.8 1570.4 1582.7 1111.1 1110.8 1119.6 1570.8 1570.4 1582.7
v3 3153.9 3157.1 3156.8 2334.6 2337.0 2336.2 3142.7 3145.9 3145.6
v4 1344.0 1345.3 1367.4 1016.2 1017.2 1034.1 1335.6 1337.0 1358.9
n1 2911.1 2912.9 2920.9 2099.7 2101.2 2123.9 2910.0 2911.8 2918.9
n2 1533.1 1532.7 1532.4 1091.3 1091.0 1093.2 1533.3 1532.9 1532.5
n3 3011.6 3015.4 3022.5 2254.1 2256.8 2259.9 3001.7 3005.5 3012.6
n4 1312.7 1314.0 1308.4 998.5 999.5 1000.8 1304.7 1306.0 1300.5
X11 212.513 212.476 211.00 26.262 26.243 25.51 212.513 212.476 211.00
X12 218.349 218.485 216.33 29.182 29.250 28.17 218.349 218.485 216.33
X13 252.746 252.487 250.32 227.012 226.880 225.79 252.672 252.413 250.25
X14 20.764 20.706 6.12 10.177 10.348 27.73 21.576 21.524 4.69
X22 20.332 20.295 22.98 20.166 20.147 21.49 20.332 20.295 22.98
X23 212.843 212.847 210.69 27.549 27.547 26.51 212.695 212.699 210.54
X24 25.231 25.207 212.09 22.157 22.149 25.67 25.273 25.248 212.11
X33 228.469 228.336 229.18 216.863 216.788 217.39 228.084 227.952 228.77
X34 28.246 28.243 23.98 24.910 24.905 22.35 28.155 28.153 23.98
X44 25.831 25.854 215.63 25.719 25.766 214.82 25.595 25.616 215.12
G22 20.390 20.426 0.92 20.195 20.213 0.46 20.390 20.426 0.92
G33 11.606 11.544 12.13 7.692 7.655 8.09 11.342 11.280 11.85
G34 20.747 20.742 21.25 20.597 20.596 20.87 20.735 20.729 21.24
G44 4.999 5.020 9.27 4.796 4.841 10.64 4.859 4.878 8.95
T23 0.408 0.406 0.41 0.182 0.182 0.18 0.407 0.405 0.41
T24 20.906 20.907 20.18 20.436 20.437 20.03 20.905 20.905 20.18
T33 3.266 3.246 3.40 1.844 1.832 1.94 3.232 3.211 3.36
T34 0.189 0.182 0.20 20.217 20.220 20.26 0.236 0.229 0.26
T44 0.535 0.535 2.00 0.327 0.327 1.15 0.524 0.524 1.97
S34 0.019 0.016 20.11 0.041 0.039 0.05 0.022 0.018 20.12

aTheoretical values obtained from the CCSD~T!/ccpVTZ cubic and quartic force field combined with CCSD~T! harmonic frequencies from the basis set noted
Unites are cm21 except for the bond distance which is in Å.
bUnless otherwise noted, all experimental data from Ref. 4. The listed fundamentals are calculated from the experimental anharmonic constants. The
fundamentals are: 2916.5~Ref. 31!, 1533.3, 3019.2, and 1310.8 cm21 for CH4; 2101.4~Ref. 32!, 1091.7, 2260.1, and 997.8 cm21 for CD4; 2915.4~n1; Ref.
33!, 3009.5~n3! and 1302.8 cm21 ~n4! for

13CH4.
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i jkl

Fi jklDSiDSjDSkDSl . ~10!

Symmetry relationships for the cubic force constants a
given in Table 2 of Ref. 4, while symmetry relationships fo
the quartic force constants are given in Table 4 of Ref. 3
Note that there is one sign error in the symmetry relatio
ships for the quartic force constants. That is, the 13th line
from the bottom of the table should read,

F2334[F2a3x3y4z522F2a3y3z4x522F2a3x3z4y

5
2

)
F2b3y3z4x52

2

)
F2b3x3z4y . ~11!

The quality of this quartic force field is demonstrated b
computing the anharmonic constants and fundamental vib
tional frequencies of CH4, CD4,

13CH4, CH3D, CD3H, and
CH2D2, and then comparing to the experimentally derive
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
re
r
0.
-
p

a-

d

quantities. It should be borne in mind that the vibrationa
frequencies are the only quantities resulting from a direc
experimental observation, and all of the other ‘‘experimen
tal’’ constants are obtained through an analysis of the expe
mental data.

Theab initio and experimental4,31–33harmonic and fun-
damental frequencies and anharmonic constants for th
spherical tops~CH4, CD4, and

13CH4! are presented in Table
III. The equilibrium and vibrationally averaged bond dis-
tances are also given. Two sets ofab initio values are pre-
sented; the first set is obtained with the cc-pVTZ quadratic
cubic, and quartic force constants, while the second set
obtained with the cc-pVQZ quadratic force constants to
gether with the cc-pVTZ cubic and quartic force field. There
is very little difference between the two sets ofab initio
values which is not too surprising since the cc-pVTZ and
cc-pVQZ harmonic frequencies are nearly identical. There
fore, only the cc-pVQZ results are discussed in compariso
to the experimental data.

No significant Fermi resonances have been found in pe
forming theab initio second-order perturbation theory anhar-
No. 1, 1 January 1995
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TABLE IV. Harmonic and fundamental frequencies for CH3D, CHD3, and CH2D2.
a

CH3D CHD3 CH2D2

Theory Expt.b Theory Expt.b Theory Expt.b

v1 3071.4 3064.1 3130.5 3128.0 3102.5 3097.8
v2 2285.2 2282.1 2191.3 2185.0 2236.9 2232.0
v3 1339.8 1362.0 1025.4 1042.3 1470.9 1486.3
v4 3156.8 3156.5 2337.0 2336.3 1053.1 1067.8
v5 1508.1 1521.7 1321.4 1335.6 1360.1 1370.9
v6 1188.1 1206.2 1055.5 1070.0 3156.5 3156.1
v7 ••• ••• ••• ••• 1116.2 1134.5
v8 ••• ••• ••• ••• 2337.1 2236.3
v9 ••• ••• ••• ••• 1265.7 1286.7
n1 2992.6c 2970 2986.8 2992.2 2972.1 2975.5
n2 2194.6 2200.0 2143.8 2142.6 2241.5e 2203.2
n3 1309.8 1306.8 1006.1 1003 1435.7 1435.1
n4 3012.0 3016.6 2245.7d 2250.9 1033.9 1033.1
n5 1472.0 1471 1292.8 1291 1330.8 1331.4
n6 1163.3 1161.1 1036.9 1036 3008.0 3012.3
n7 ••• ••• ••• ••• 1093.5 1091.2
n8 ••• ••• ••• ••• 2232.3f 2234.7
n9 ••• ••• ••• ••• 1238.6 1236.3

aTheoretical values obtained from the CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ cubic and quartic force field combined with the
CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ quadratic force constants. Units are cm21.
bAll experimental data from Ref. 4. The experimental fundamentals refer to observed values.
cThere is a large Fermi resonance with 2n5 such that this band and one at 2885.1 cm21 are essentially equal
mixtures ofn1 and 2n5.
dIn Fermi resonance withn31n5.
eThere is a large Fermi resonance with 2n7 such that this band and one at 2109.4 cm

21 are almost equal mixtures
of n2 and 2n7.
fIn Fermi resonance withn41n9.
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monic analyses for the spherical top species. As alluded
previously for CH4, the ab initio predictions for the funda-
mental vibrational frequencies are in better agreement w
the experimental fundamentals than is found when comp
ing the ab initio and experimental harmonic frequencie
~note that the experimentally observed fundamental freque
cies for the spherical top species are given in footnote b
Table III!. Specifically, the largest deviation for a fundamen
tal is 3.8 cm21 ~n3! whereas the largest deviation for a har
monic frequency is 22.1 cm21 ~v4!. The overall agreement
between theab initio and experimental fundamentals is bet
ter than for the harmonics for CD4 and

13CH4 as well. It is
especially pleasing to find that theab initio 13C shift in n1
@i.e., n1~CH4!2n1~

13CH4!# of 1.1 cm21 is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimental value.33 Hence there seems little
doubt that theab initio quartic force field and anharmonic
constants presented here are more accurate than the ex
mentally derived data.

A further test of the reliability of theab initio quartic
force field is made by performing anharmonic analyses of t
symmetric tops CH3D and CD3H, and the asymmetric top
CH2D2. For these species, theab initio fundamental frequen-
cies are determined using the cc-pVQZ quadratic force co
stants in conjunction with the cc-pVTZ cubic and quarti
force constants. Theab initio and experimental harmonic and
fundamental vibrational frequencies for these three mo
ecules are presented in Table IV. In general the agreem
between theory and experiment for the harmonics is reas
ably good, although some of the differences~e.g.,v3 andv5!
are somewhat larger than expected. The one exception to
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above statement isv8 for CH2D2—the ab initio value is a
full 100 cm21 larger than the experimental value! This i
clearly an error in the experimental analysis which is mo
likely due to the effects of a Fermi resonance. Unlike t
spherical top species, significant Fermi resonances occur
the two symmetric top and the one asymmetric top iso
pomers. For CH3D there is a very large Fermi resonanc
betweenn1 and 2n5, while for CD3H there is a much weaker,
but still significant, Fermi resonance betweenn4 andn31n5.
CH2D2 has two Fermi resonances: a very strong one betw
n2 and 2n7, and a much weaker one betweenn8 andn41n9.

The agreement between theab initio and experimental
fundamental vibrational frequencies is excellent for tho
fundamentals not involved in a resonance, with the larg
difference being only 5.4 cm21 ~n2 for CH3D, and n1 for
CD3H!. In addition, the agreement for those fundamenta
involved in a weak Fermi resonance is also very good. N
surprisingly, the agreement between the theoretical and
perimental assignments for those fundamentals involved i
strong Fermi resonance is not at all good, which is no do
due to inadequacies in the theoretical vibrational treatme
as well as the difficulty in assigning specific normal mod
quantum numbers to an energy level that is not describ
well in the normal coordinate basis. Unfortunately, a vari
tional vibrational method for pentatomic molecules that us
more physically appropriate basis functions~e.g., Morse
functions for stretches! is not yet available. Nonetheless, th
agreement between experiment and theory for the other f
damental vibrational frequencies is clear evidence for t
accuracy of theab initio quartic potential energy surface.
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259Lee, Martin, and Taylor: Force field for CH4
Theab initio and experimental anharmonic constants f
the symmetric tops CH3D and CD3H are presented in Table
V, while those for the asymmetric top CH2D2 are presented
in Table VI. The agreement between theory and experim
is similar to that found for the spherical top species exce
for those constants that are affected by one of the previou
mentioned Fermi resonances. Thus it is expected that theab
initio anharmonic constants are more reliable than the c
stants derived by Gray and Robiette. It is hoped and ant
pated that the CH4 quartic force field and the spectroscop
constants of the various isotopomers will aid in the interp
tation and assignment of future rovibrational spectra.

C. Comparison of cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ cubic and
quartic force constants

As mentioned in the Introduction, a second purpose
the present study has been to determine the utility of de
mining cubic and quartic force fields with the cc-pVDZ bas
set rather than the larger cc-pVTZ basis set. The cc-pV
cubic and quartic force constants for CH4 are presented in
Table VII. Comparison of these to the cc-pVTZ constants
Table II shows very good agreement, particularly for the c
bic force constants. Anharmonic analyses of CH4 using the
cc-pVDZ cubic and quartic force constants are presented

TABLE V. Anharmonic constants for the symmetric tops CH3D and CHD3.
a

CH3D CHD3

Theory Expt.b Theory Expt.b

x11 217.197 215.90 259.221 259.54
x12 21.878 22.45 22.204 22.03
x13 20.981 6.08 29.731 27.30
x14 272.771 271.24 2.184 2.73
x15 219.016c 41.42 221.111 217.81
x16 25.612 22.94 20.309 0.91
x22 231.167 231.03 28.826 28.10
x23 26.739 24.11 15.727 31.56
x24 1.639 2.33 237.352 236.40
x25 23.331 23.16 24.017 23.90
x26 222.266 218.89 4.674 19.07
x33 26.802 220.29 27.230 218.10
x34 29.440 25.58 28.449c 213.92
x35 22.033 27.50 21.029c 3.34
x36 21.091 24.52 1.638 20.69
x44 231.611 232.63 218.601 219.30
x45 214.611 211.33 27.195c 29.50
x46 27.686 25.11 28.402 25.56
x55 21.874c 219.25 24.604 27.38
x56 24.068 212.12 0.055 27.67
x66 0.261 26.10 25.500 212.35
g44 12.636 13.29 8.252 8.72
g45 21.721 22.52 20.060c 24.12
g46 20.230 20.33 20.729 21.48
g55 0.384c 15.89 5.403 6.66
g56 25.056 25.40 0.921 0.57
g66 0.645 3.27 3.251 7.66

aTheoretical values obtained from the CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ cubic and quartic
force field combined with the CCSD~T! cc-pVQZ quadratic force con-
stants. Units are cm21.
bAll experimental data from Ref. 4.
cAffected by a Fermi resonance; see Table IV for those resonances ta
into account.
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TABLE VI. Anharmonic constants for the asymmetric top CH2D2.
a

Theory Expt.b Theory Expt.b

x11 227.344 226.36 x39 0.651 212.21
x12 20.831 20.75 x44 24.492 27.13
x13 27.251 20.67 x45 0.512 26.09
x14 22.052 20.64 x46 21.411 20.04
x15 211.752 211.31 x47 0.727 210.33
x16 2115.079 2115.32 x48 215.620c 248.25
x17 28.786 26.18 x49 21.914c 20.64
x18 0.403 0.23 x55 22.211 23.59
x19 26.139 21.38 x56 212.869 211.67
x22 214.130 213.45 x57 0.385 21.48
x23 22.065 21.90 x58 29.655 28.80
x24 0.849 8.89 x59 28.755 211.51
x25 27.320 27.12 x66 231.640 232.67
x26 20.509 20.20 x67 211.273 28.48
x27 28.016c 277.28 x68 3.715 4.87
x28 259.737 259.53 x69 210.822 27.55
x29 24.344 22.81 x77 21.879c 8.89
x33 26.733 29.12 x78 27.001 24.61
x34 21.539 24.60 x79 3.590 8.43
x35 20.447 25.41 x88 218.583 219.28
x36 222.147 217.65 x89 215.620c 241.68
x37 27.529 219.48 x99 24.354 213.44
x38 23.067 22.40

aTheoretical values obtained from the CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ cubic and quartic
force field combined with the CCSD~T! cc-pVQZ quadratic force con-
stants. Units are cm21.
bAll experimental data from Ref. 4.
cAffected by a Fermi resonance; see Table IV for those resonances tak
into account.

TABLE VII. Unique cc-pVDZ cubic and quartic force constants for CH4.
a

F111 215.399 31 F13x3y4z 0.090 68
F12a2a 20.255 37 F13x4y4z 0.029 65
F13x3x 215.662 36 F14x4y4z 20.165 67
F13x4x 0.058 15 F2a2a2a2a 0.192 26
F14x4x 20.203 92 F2a2a3z3z 20.250 25
F2a2a2a 0.099 16 F2b2b3z3z 20.395 87
F2a3z3z 20.357 81 F2a2a3z4z 20.095 04
F2a3z4z 0.176 47 F2b2b3z4z 20.064 52
F2a4z4z 20.335 71 F2a2a4z4z 20.043 60
F3x3y3z 215.704 74 F2b2b4z4z 0.402 84
F3x3y4z 20.231 73 F2a3x3y4z 0.259 84
F3x4y4z 20.101 44 F2a3z4x4y 20.071 50
F4x4y4z 0.357 12 F3x3x3x3x 40.554 38

F3x3x3y3y 39.959 71
F1111 36.906 14 F3x3x3x4x 0.230 19
F112a2a 20.035 75 F3x3x3y4y 0.258 10
F113x3x 38.661 38 F3x3x4x4x 20.082 84
F113x4x 0.297 33 F3x3y4x4y 0.022 67
F114x4x 20.074 99 F3x3x4y4y 20.254 61
F12a2a2a 20.097 22 F3x4x4x4x 20.288 62
F12a3z3z 20.013 08 F3x4x4y4y 20.156 95
F12a3z4z 0.032 26 F4x4x4x4x 0.295 59
F12a4z4z 0.099 40 F4x4x4y4y 0.708 02
F13x3y3z 39.152 28

aObtained at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVDZ level of theory. Symmetry coordinates
are defined in the text. Units are consistent with an aJ energy unit, an
bond unit and a radian angle unit. Symmetry relationships are given in Re
4 ~Table II! for the cubic force constants, and in Ref. 30~Table IV! for the
quartic force constants~see the text for an error!.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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260 Lee, Martin, and Taylor: Force field for CH4
Table VIII. The results in the first column were obtained wit
the cc-pVDZ equilibrium geometry and quadratic force con
stants, whereas the data in the second column were obtai
with the cc-pVQZ geometry and quadratic force constan
For comparison, the third column contains our bestab initio
spectroscopic constants for CH4 ~taken from Table III!. The
agreement between the three columns for the anharmo
constants is very good. The differences in the fundamen
vibrational frequencies between the first two columns is p
marily due to the different harmonic frequencies, and th
difference between the fundamental frequencies for the l
two columns is relatively small. Hence, the present resu
for CH4 suggest that it is indeed reasonable to evaluate cu
and quartic force constants at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVDZ level
of theory and still obtain very accurate anharmonic constan
and fundamental vibrational frequency predictions. O
course, CH4 is only one molecule, and it does not contain
heavy atom–heavy atom bond, so it is probably unwise
draw general conclusions without additional examples.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A very accurate quartic force field for CH4 has been
determined at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ level of theory, while

TABLE VIII. Spectroscopic constants of CH4 obtained with the cc-pVDZ
basis set.a

cc-pVDZ cc-pVQZ cc-pVQZb

r e~CH! 1.1037 1.0879 1.0879
r z~CH! 1.1167 1.1011 1.1010

v1 3040.4 3036.2 3036.2
v2 1550.5 1570.4 1570.4
v3 3175.0 3157.1 3157.1
v4 1333.8 1345.3 1345.3
n1 2904.6 2903.2 2912.9
n2 1513.3 1531.9 1532.7
n3 3026.0 3006.0 3015.4
n4 1299.4 1309.9 1314.0
X11 213.368 213.483 212.476
X12 223.072 218.870 218.485
X13 255.903 257.173 252.487
X14 21.431 20.888 20.706
X22 1.057 20.147 20.295
X23 213.249 213.061 212.847
X24 24.884 25.658 25.207
X33 229.591 230.311 228.336
X34 28.686 28.377 28.243
X44 26.502 26.887 25.854
G22 21.651 20.505 20.426
G33 11.777 12.175 11.544
G34 20.419 20.754 20.742
G44 5.137 5.390 5.020
T23 0.314 0.384 0.406
T24 20.967 21.067 20.907
T33 3.377 3.510 3.246
T34 20.060 0.034 0.182
T44 0.418 0.426 0.535
S34 20.048 20.006 0.016

aUnless otherwise indicated, theoretical values obtained from the CCSD~T!/
cc-pVDZ cubic and quartic force field combined with CCSD~T! harmonic
frequencies from the basis set noted. Units are cm21 except for the bond
distance which is in Å.
bObtained with the CCSD~T!/cc-pVTZ cubic and quartic force constants—
same as given in Table III.
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an accurate equilibrium structure and quadratic force con
stants have been determined at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ level
of theory. Core correlation is shown to reducer e by 0.0015
Å, in agreement with an earlier study by Siegbahn. Our be
estimate forr e is 1.086260.0005 Å, and it is asserted that
the true equilibrium bond distance is closer to the upper en
of the error range given by Gray and Robiette4 ~1.0858
60.0010 Å!. This is also consistent with the analysis of ex-
perimental data by Hirota.28

The reliability of the CCSD~T! quartic force field is
demonstrated by the fact that theab initio predictions for the
fundamental vibrations of CH4 and various isotopomers are
in excellent agreement with accurate gas-phase experimen
observations. The only exceptions to this are due to the pre
ence of very strong Fermi resonances, in which case secon
order perturbation theory is not adequate for the vibrationa
analysis. Based on this excellent agreement, it is conclude
that the CCSD~T! harmonic frequencies, force field, and an-
harmonic constants presented herein are more accurate th
the values deduced from analysis of experimenta
observations.4 It is hoped that the CCSD~T! force field and
spectroscopic constants will aid in the interpretation of futur
high resolution rovibrational spectra of CH4 and its isoto-
pomers, especially for the complicated rovibrational spectr
of 13CD4 ~e.g., see Refs. 34–36, and references therein!. It is
also hoped that the availability of a high quality pentatomic
quartic force field will encourage the development of exac
variational vibrational methods that are capable of treatin
five-atom systems.

A cubic and quartic force field for CH4 has also been
determined using the cc-pVDZ basis set. While the
CCSD~T!/cc-pVDZ equilibrium geometry and quadratic
force constants are not very accurate, the cubic and quar
force constants are quite reasonable. It may be that for larg
molecules this will be a viable alternative approach rathe
than determining the cubic and quartic force constants wit
the cc-pVTZ basis set. Methane is only one molecule, how
ever, and it contains no heavy atom/heavy atom bond, and
further research concerning this proposal is required.
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